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. I. SUMMARY 

This paper compares the results of r~ent measure
ments at 800-900 MHz of electromagnetic energy 
deposition in simulated portable radio operators with 
results previously obtained at 450 MHz 1• The antenna 
used with the 800-900 MHz radio .is a sleeve dipole, which 
ii approximately the same size a, a resonant whip of a 450 
MHz portable transmitter. The mechanisms of power 
deposition .in flat slabs of biologkal tissue at the two 
different frequencies show some similarity, although 
there is higher power density deposition (mW/cm3) at 
800-900 MHz for equal power flow into the tissue 
(mW/cm2). The reason for this phenomenon resides in the 
fact that at the higher frequencies, the E.M. energy tends 
to be absorbed in the superficial layers of the tissue. The 
power deposition measurements at 800-900 MHz in a 
phantom with human features have shown the presence 
of a slight focusing of RF energy by the shape of the 
frontal surfaces of the human head. This focusing was not 

·. detected at 450 MHz and causes deeper energy deposition 
in the simulated brain tissue at 800-900 MHz than at 450 
MHz. ' 

II. INTRODUCTION 

The availability of 800-900 MHz bands for personal 
communication has caused development of portable 
transmitters operating at these frequencies. The new 
bands are closer to the frequencies normally used for 
medical diathermy (915 MHz and 2450 MHz) than are the 
bands of traditional personal communication equipment 

· (450 MHz, 150 MHz and lower bands). 

Since electromagnetic energy at diathermy frequencies 
is well known to penetrate efficiently into the deep layers 
of human tissue, there is the possibility that portable 
transmitters at 800-900 MHz may deposit, into their 
operators, more energy in deeper vital organs than at 
lower frequencies. This possibility has prompted a 
research project at Motorola to experimentally determine 
the power deposition in simulated biological tissue 
exposed to portable transmitters the same way as 
operators normally are. In order to point out any differ
ences between the.power Jeposition mt>ch,1nism~ at 450 
MHz and 800-900 MH,., tPst-. havl' bt•c>n pt'rforrncd with 
the s,,mt' pcnt'trJti11i~ pl>W1'r dl·11•:i_til'S ,11 thl' twodiffor<.•nt 
bands anJ s;,ml' trJnsmitll'r powt•r. 

This paper summarizes the results of the investigation 
and compares them with measured values of power 
deposition in similar conditions at 4S0 MHz. The experi
mental results will be presented in greater detail in a 
forthcoming paper2. 

III. PHANTOM OPERATORS AND 
. PORTABLE TRANSMITTERS 

The experimental method and the procedures to 
measure the energy coupled from the portable radio into 
the "phantom" modrls of the operator have been 
described in previous papers 1, 3. A flat, double layered 
phantom completely analogous to the one used at 4S0 
MHz 1 has been employed for tests in the 800-900 MHz 
band. This simple strncture is used to investigate the 
energy deposition mechanism without the .,JJed 
complication of curved surfaces of . incidence. The 
simulation of a human radio operator is accomplished by 
the means of a more sophisticated "dummy" model. The 
phantom is shown in Figure 1 and consists of a real human 
skull with its first seven cervical vertebrae supported by a 
shell of simulated bone materic111• The skull is 
brachycephalic (cranial index = 86) with a maximum 
diameter of over 8 inches. The skull and the top two 
inches of the supporting structure simulating the neck 
and the shoulders of the operator are covered by a thin 
( (1 mm) layer of low dielectric epoxy. The skull and the 
supporting structure are filled with simulated brain 
tissue, which is an identical preparation at 450 and 900 
MHz. This phantom model approximates very accurately 
the geometry of that part of the human anatomy, which is 
closest to the radio. The additional sophistication of the 
900 MHz "dummy" operator as compared with the 450 
MHz model 1 is required by the decrease in wavelength of 
the incident energy. Figure 2 shows a close-up of the head 
phantom before filling with brain simulating mJteric1L 
The picture gives a good representation of the method 
used to seal the skull. 

The 450 MHz tests were performed using a 6W r.1dio 
with a resonant whip\antenna, Jpproximalely 6.5 inche~ 
long. The measurements at 800·900 MHz were carried 
out employing an experiment.11 rJdio with a c;leeve dipnlC' 
c1bout 6 inches lonr,, fpJ .,nd surportt•d by., 2H long s<'rtion 
of coaxi,11 l,1bl1·. Thl· si11• of th1· r.1ciio 1,1\!1• i-. th,· \l,1111«· .1.t 
450 Ml 1, .111d .11 K<ll• <:•t>ll Ml I,. I wu -,1•ri1·-. 111 h•~t:; l'.-:a!lt1i:

· perfornwJ. At~L.>0 MIil, th,· porlJL.il' tr.111!-rn.i.!-~;z'~!'.-;a,.. 
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